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[June 12th]

* The Fall affected EVERYTHING - and, thus, one continuing to view [focus
upon] through "sense knowledge and perception", the way things are [in the
natural, temporally-speaking] only give "evidence" of an existence that is far
removed [and which continually detracts] from the way the I originally created
the earth [and My righteous way of doing things]. 

THEREFORE, it is only as one walks by faith in the things that are
"unseen" that they are empowered to see into the higher Reality of Heaven's plans
in this hour AND, ultimately, the plans that I have for the new Heavens and the
new Earth. 

"detract" - to draw away or divert; 

...."Your Will be done on earth as it is [ALREADY] done [has been
established] in Heaven [in Your Heart]  Matthew 6:10 The Amplified Translation

...."Now faith is the assurance [the confirmation, the title deed] of the things
[we] hope for, being the proof of things [we] do not see and the conviction of
their reality [faith perceiving as real fact what is not revealed to the senses]"....
Hebrews 11:1 The Amplified Translation

...."we consider and look [speak] not to the things that are seen [the lower
reality - that which is real to the five physical senses] but to the things that are
unseen [through faith in the higher Reality of God's Word]; for the things that are
visible are temporal (brief and fleeting) [subject to change], but the things that
are invisible are deathless and everlasting [Eternal]".... 2 Corinthians 4:18 The
Amplified Translation 

...."But by His word the present heavens and earth are being reserved for
fire, kept for the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men. But do not let
this one fact escape your notice, beloved, that with the Lord one day is like a
thousand years, and a thousand years like one day. The Lord is not slow about His



promise, as some count slowness, but is patient toward you, not wishing for any to
perish but for all to come to repentance. But the day of the Lord will come like a
thief, in which the heavens will pass away with a roar and the elements will be
destroyed with intense heat, and the earth and its works will be burned up. Since
all these things are to be destroyed in this way, what sort of people ought you to
be in holy conduct and godliness, looking for and hastening the coming of the day
of God, because of which the heavens will be destroyed by burning, and the
elements will melt with intense heat! But according to His promise we are looking
for new heavens and a new earth, in which righteousness dwells".... 2 Peter 3:7-
13 NASB 


